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• But…..
2• B(b’ --> bZ) depends on |V34 |2 and is a one-

loop process
• B(b’ --> tW) depends on |V34 |2 and is tree level, 

so for M(b’) > 255 GeV, will completely ( ) y
dominate.    Even for smaller M(b’), the three-
body decay might dominate the loop (note that 
the loop depends on the t’ mass)

• Thus the conditions listed in the abstract willThus the conditions listed in the abstract will 
never be met (for a sequential 4th generation).   
In addition, if the t’ is lighter, then b’ --> t’W* or In addition, if the t  is lighter, then b   t W  or 
t’*W will not have the V34 factor.



• This prompted an analysis of the• This prompted an analysis of the 
experimental constraints, without such 

ti F b’ d th fassumptions.   For b’ decays, the free 
parameters are the t’ mass and V34; for t’ 
decays, the free parameters are the b’ 
mass and V43.43

• What are plausible values of the CKM 
mixing angles?    The analysis shouldn’t g g y
depend on what a theorist says, but ….



• Suppose a Z2 symmetry distinguishes the pp 2 y y g
4th family from the other three.  Then, V34
= V43 = 0 But one expects all non-gauge= V43 = 0.   But one expects all non gauge 
symmetries to be broken by Planck scale 
effects giving V = V = (M /M ) = 10-effects, giving V34 = V43 = (MW/MPl) = 10-

17.    This gives typical decay lengths for 
b’ and t’ quarks of a few centimeters.

• Perhaps not likely but certainly thePerhaps not likely, but certainly the 
possibility of VERY small mixing angles 
should be consideredshould be considered.



• In addition, CDF reported a lower bound 
on the t’ mass of 258 GeV.

• This assumes that t’ -> q + WThis assumes that t  > q + W
• If the b’ mass is smaller than m(t’)-m(W), 

this assumption is false.  Even if it is 
larger, but less than that of the t’, the 3-g
body decay will dominate if V43 is small.



• Thus we re-examine the boundsThus, we re examine the bounds, 
without assumptions.  With only two free 
parameters in each case the results canparameters in each case, the results can 
be easily presented.

• Since this work was in February, it is 
already outdated. Thus, the resultsalready outdated.  Thus, the results 
should be considered illustrative.



• For simplicity, we ignore the heavy 
quark and W widths, and ignore virtual 
heavy quarks. A better analysis wouldheavy quarks.   A better analysis would 
include these---see the poster of 
George Hou from ICHEPGeorge Hou from ICHEP.

• The formulae, including the widths, are 
not difficult, and thus experimentalists 
are urged to include all of these effects.g

• We begin with the t’ bounds.  They 
depend on V and the b’ massdepend on V43 and the b  mass.



• CDF -- PRL 100, 161803 (2008)

The 95% confidence level bound gives 256 GeV.  If the branching ratio is smaller, the 
bound is weakened substantially.



• If m(b’) < m(t’) - m(W), then the BR(t’ -> qW) becomes 
very small unless V43 is very large (O(1)).

• If m(t’)-m(W) < m(b’) < m(t’), then the BR(t’--> qW) 
b t d ff f V 3 b d hbecomes a tradeoff of V43 vs. 3-body phase space.

• Even if m(b’) > m(t’), the decay length of the t’ must be 
smaller than about a centimeter But if it is larger thansmaller than about a centimeter.  But if it is larger than 
a few meters, stable particle searches give a bound of 
220 GeV on the t’ mass.220 GeV on the t  mass.

• Putting this all together….





• Turning to the b’ bounds, CDF looked for g ,
b’ --> b + Z, which will never dominate for 
b’ masses above 255 GeVb  masses above 255 GeV.

• The rate for b’ --> b + Z depends 
sensitively on the t’ mass.   In fact, for 
m(t’) = m(top), the rate vanishes due to a ( ) ( p)
GIM mechanism.







Conclusion

• Bounds on fourth generation quark masses 
h ld h i th ti dshould emphasize the assumptions made.  

• Assumption-free results for b’ and t’ can be 
made by plotting results as a function of the 
other quark mass and the mixing angle.

• In both cases, there is a gap for decay 
lengths between 1 and a few hundred g
centimeters, and reasonable models give 
precisely these decay lengths.p y y g



Addendum:

• CDF and D0 place no bounds on the 
charged heavy lepton of a 4th family.

• If the heavy neutrino is heavier (or theIf the heavy neutrino is heavier (or the 
mixing angle is not small), the primary 
decay is L > ν W The signature ofdecay is L --> ντ W.    The signature of 
L+L- is thus a W-pair and missing 
energy.  Backgrounds are large.









• Cross sections typically of O(50) fb, 
leading to O(10000) events.  But W-pair 
backgrounds are huge.g g

• There is (AFAIK) NO analysis of the 
charged heavy lepton production reach atcharged heavy lepton production reach at 
a hadron collider since 1988 (for the 
SSC)SSC).

• Then, Hinchliffe required that the angle , q g
between the W’s be greater than 2 
radians This eliminated the backgroundradians.  This eliminated the background, 
and left a handful of events, if the lepton 

250 G V lmass was 250 GeV or less.



• Needed:
An analysis of charged heavy lepton 

production at ATLAS/CMSproduction at ATLAS/CMS.

It may very well be that these heavy 
leptons are unobservable at the LHC.leptons are unobservable at the LHC.


